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Editorial
The 'new normal' of circa 2020 is fast getting old. Even
though the mandalorian has been telling us mask up since
late 2019, it seems that just like him, we too will reveal our
faces in the end. Thanks to rising vaccination rates, the
virus is losing its power over our lives slowly but surely.
Walkers are returning to Boat Club, the bravest among
them even mask-less. Dining out is back in vogue. The
world seems ready to move forward. For us students,
though this is No Time To Die, the Writing Is On The Wall –
we were coddled far too long in this cocoon called online
school and it is about time we emerged from it.
I would be lying if I said this moment isn't bittersweet
for me. I do look forward to being back in physical school,
and making the kind of memories that cause people to
associate high school with one of the best periods of their
lives. But I also know that weaning off online school will be
difficult. Various things about online school made it a
crutch: the fact that we could wake up at 7:45 for an 8 am
class. The fact that we could freely grab a snack during
class. Most importantly, for senior students like me, it was
the very fact that we could balance school work with college
preparation and entertainment and have time to spare.
High school, while supposedly an enjoyable time, also
involves a tremendous amount of work and stress. Online
school lightened our load.
That said, I am well aware that I write from a position of
privilege. Unlike students who could not access an online
learning environment, my access to education was not impacted
by the pandemic. I am also aware that our batch is the
exception. Our seniors managed the demands of school and
college preparation, all while staying back after school for
sporting or cultural activities. Lastly, as the adults in my life
keep reminding me – All things must pass. I find that this wellmeaning cliché can in fact remind us to be resilient and seek
out memories to be made and fun times to be had in the future.
To those of you who are genuinely enthused about returning
to physical school and don't need to be reminded to look for
the silver lining, you can water down the last paragraph.
The rest of you, simply pick up your 9th grade English
textbook and read through Asimov's The Fun They Had.
Here's to keeping our spirits up for rest of the year.
Stay safe,
Shashank

Each of you reading this, give yourself a pat on the back.
Each of you has faced with fortitude the sudden changes
that life has thrown at you. You have not only faced the
challenges but accepted the changes which is inevitable for
growth. Accepting to continue online classes, minimal
physical interaction with friends and peers, from taking
written exams to now attempting exams with MCQ's the
transition from your end has been seamless.
What next?
Well, whatever comes by, the only way to succeed is to
face it. So let's do it with grace.
The year began on a refreshing note and when school
commenced in June we saw several activities and events
conducted which brought back the smile on our faces. This
issue of Dhwani is bouquet of all that our school stands for.
Read through, smile and be proud of who you are.
Sowmya

Accolades...

Universal Mentors
Association- award for
Excellence in Teaching to
Kanchanamala Miss
Best District Principal
Award 2020-21 to
Shoba Miss from
Science Olympiad
Foundation

Best District Co-ordinator
Award 2020-21 to
Susila Miss from Science
Olympiad Foundation
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VMUN

Our school broke new ground and conducted its first
ever online MUN. VMUN, a decade-old annual tradition in
our school, keenly awaited among the 9th and 10th graders
looking to secure their spot in our school's MUN team.
There were no drawbacks of the event being conducted on
an online platform (zoom), as was evident with sign ups of
80 students across the two grades. This year's VMUN
included 3 committees spanning topical issues of sociopolitical and economic interest. Aided by the background
guides prepared by seniors – which offered a primer on the
crises contexts under discussion - delegates were wellresearched on their country's stances and had polarizing
views on the various agendas. Delegates hopefully took
away learnings on the working of a MUN and are better
equipped to carry forward this knowledge when attending
inter-school MUNs. Thus far, Vidya Mandir hasn't acceded
to the challenges posed by the pandemic as lack of physical
interaction is only enabling the betterment of the way we
interact online, and successfully conducting such events in
an online format is further testimony to this.

Postcards from Primary
- Aarushi
On account of Van
Mahotsav in the first week
of July, pledges to grow
plants were taken and we
toured their gardens, with
students excitedly
explaining characteristics
of their plants.

SPL Elections

- Akshata

Students were taught
asanas and breathing
exercises on 21st June
to make for an
educational Yoga Day.

SPL elections at VM are usually
accompanied by much fanfare.
Customarily, the nominees are given a few
periods during school hours wherein they
traipse the corridors along with their
supporters, reiterating their manifesto,
putting up posters and shouting out
slogans. Last year, the pandemic set an
unprecedented tone for
how school activities are conducted. SPL
elections was one of the many major VM
events to fall prey to this
new context. With the
pandemic showing no
signs of abating, this
academic year began in
the same vein as well. But
having mastered online teaching last year,
our school decided to bring back the much
awaited SPL elections. These special
circumstances meant that nominees had to rely entirely on
digital platforms and social media to conduct their
campaign. The candidates put forth their ideas and plans
through the digital platform and tried their best to connect
with the students nonetheless. The students were asked to
vote through forms. While it was
unfortunate that the students did not
have the time to understand and get to
know the nominees this year, the overall
enthusiasm remained the same.
Congratulations to the new team of
Aditya, Ananya and Vijaisri.
GC classes make it worth an entire week's wait with
crafts, magic shows, music, puppet shows, fancy dress
with favourite authors and great personalities as models,
even fireless cooking!

Budding talent
on strings
The focus needed for
accurate rhythms
Stretch those limbs!

Young green thumbs galore
National Reading Day was
celebrated with various activities.

- Akshata

An interesting Math activity
combining village life+word
problems+letter writing.

They get
sweets in GC?
We want them
too

Listen up! This is how you get fit at home
(while having fun of course) : testing your lung
capacity by blowing balloons, lemon spoon
race using a stopwatch, on the spot skipping

Red Riding
Hood in a
story map
A handmade
bookmark is
all we need
for this day!

May we get those
balloons for our
birthdays?

Sundari Miss, teach us
to balance lemons
on spoons too!

PRIZE DAY

- Aarushi

In answer to many a speculation, the Annual Prize Day
was held on a pleasant Saturday afternoon, September 25.
The event began with honouring four staff members for
their 20 years of service: Latha miss from Secondary, Raji
miss from Primary, Sheela miss from KG and our sub staff
Mrs. Vijayalakshmi (Vijaya akka, as most of us know her).
The awardees from Class 12 who strode across the stage- in
view of their proud parents and teachers- included Pradap,
Divya, Srijay and
Aparna who bagged
the top honours. Our
former tenth graders
were also awarded
with various prizes.
And with that, we'll
have to wait till next
year, where we'll
(hopefully) be able to
scream when our
friends walk the stage.

INDIA @ 75

- Varsha

August 15th, India's 75th Independence day. The
feeling of patriotism filled the air as the scouts of Vidya
Mandir gathered at school, with masks and berets, as the
other students prepared to attend the event virtually. The
eventful day started off with our Principal, Shoba Raman
hoisting the tricolour in all its glory, as the scouts and staff
saluted. Then, began the virtual celebration.
Of course, this special day would not be complete
without the eye capturing, talented singing and dancing.
Students and teachers watching in awe, felt goosebumps
as several forms of dance such as kathak and
Bharatanatyam and dances to Bollywood songs were
performed, in perfect sync. Due to the ongoing pandemic,
the performances were individually recorded and smoothly
edited together.
Our hearts filled with an overwhelming sense of
patriotism as the programme wound up with 'Maithreem
Bhajatha' and a euphonious rendition of our national
song, 'Vande Mataram'.

Interhouse Dramatics
- Aryana
This year's
I n t e r h o u s e
Dramatics was a
f a n t a s t i c
experience for
both thespians
and the audience.
As our Principal
The Bear
said in her
address, it was the first school-level online Dramatics.
First, Kailash enacted the
play 'The Bear' by Anton
Chekov. Chekov's usual
humour paired with the nearridiculous characters made for
an enjoyable performance.
Nangaparbat presented
'Mother's Day' by JB Priestley.
The story was as touching as it
was
humorous, and the actors
Mother's Day
had their roles down to a tee,
including accents. It was fun to see our grade 10
English lesson come to life
with Kanchenjunga's
performance, ‘The
Proposal' by Anton Chekov!
The characters had an
impressive flow and did
their best to look the part,
too. Lastly, Nilkant chose
'The Dear Departed' by
Stanley Houghton. The
play touches on societal
issues prevalent even today
and Nilkant's portrayal of it
was oozing with emotion.
The Dear Departed
Nangaparbat bagged
the prize for Best Play, Best Direction and Best
Backdrop. Second place went to Kailash, which also
won the award for
Best Editing.
Nilkant bagged
the third place.
Each house put
forth entertaining
and humorous
plays, and all the
participants did a
phenomenal job.
The Proposal

Alumni Applause

-Shashank and Aarushi

We recently conducted an interview with Varun
Athreya- a VM alumnus of the class of 2010.

Cements, which brings us back to…. Civil Engineering!
All's well that ends well.

Soon after obtaining his B.E from Anna University, Varun
went on to work as a video analyst for the BCCI. Ever since,
he's been affiliated in various technical aspects with the
world of cricket, more recently as a data analyst and content
producer for CSK. He is also an AV designer, with skills in
FCPX and LPX. In his spare time, he actively volunteers as
part of the Sri Sathya Sai Seva Organisation and is a part of
their Bhajan group. Varun's is a classic story of someone
who combined his educational qualifications with what he's
passionate about and we hope you'll enjoy reading the
interview.

I joined the Tamil Nadu Cricket Association as a
scorer, where I was encouraged to write the examination
required to become an analyst. Between my time as a
junior and senior analyst, I became a part of Lyca Kovai
Kings, a team from the Tamil Nadu Premier League
(TNPL).

House rivalry..
Varun: I belonged to the KJ house for most part, was
briefly in Nilkant and spent my last two years in NP. My role
in the house rivalry was that of “Narada” - I used to instigate
the fire and watch the resulting feuds in amusement. In
terms of sport, cricket was my forte.
During the years you spent in VM, which is the most
memorable punishment you received?
Varun: (after some thought, recalling an incident from
seventh grade) 'Handwriting' was the cause of my
punishment. VJS miss's handwriting classes- the fourruled notebooks- have carved their niche in VM's legacy.
School Orchestra
Varun: I was part of the orchestra till the eighth grade
for the vocals department. I was recruited for my tabla skills.
During the golden jubilee year, there was the incident of the
'silent killer'. The plot was schemed with Harikripa miss and
Jayalakshmi miss. Seated in the middle row, I was singing
along with everyone, but was really a wolf in sheep's
clothing. The cymbals I held produced accurate mridangam
beats, amplified by a drop mic arranged uniquely for me. I
successfully confused the audience, who were left to wonder
about the source of the sound. Even the guest of honour was
none the wiser, and the events which took place in Music
Academy has remained a mystery till date (but a mystery no
more, thanks to Dhwani).

CS student-Civil engineering- Programming…
Varun: Final Cut
Pro X and Logic Pro X
are some of the
programs I use. Music
has been one constant
in my life, apart
from cricket. R
programming, on the
other hand, is used for
the technical aspects of
my cricket career. I use
the cricket analysis
software to input data
on the type of ball being
bowled, where it
pitched etc.., (So now
you cricket-watchers
know what goes into the video analysis you see on the big
screen during matches.)
To name a few memorable moments…
Varun: MS Dhoni and Simon Taufel are two of the
most popular people I've interacted with, that even non-

You proclaim that you're a proud VMite in your
twitter bio, even to the exclusion of other things,
such as your college. In what ways did VM influence
you and nurture your interests?
Varun: There are two main things about VM that
made it a standout influence - one, I really enjoyed my
time there and was given the freedom to pursue my
interests in high school. The second, a lot of the
connections I've made - both in my career in cricket as
well as in the world of music, was through VM. A lot of the
people I've met in these fields are VM alumni or VM
parents or both (an alumni turned parent).

Here's an interesting fact…
COFFEE CAM - Chinmayi
“Necessity is the mother of invention, but
laziness is definitely the father”
Such is the case one of the most needed gadgets in
today's time, the web cam.
A ready flow of caffeine fueled the minds of the
computer geeks at the university of Cambridge. But
this dosage would require the strenuous activity of
having to check the Trojan Room coffee pot at regular
intervals.
The need to avoid the physical activity of checking,
and the pain of having to find it empty, led to the
creation of the first ever web cam. At the time sending 3

Dhwani Puzzle

pictures per minute, it allowed constant monitoring,
inadvertently paving the way to today's frequently used
web cam. So the next time you're told to switch on your
camera in class, you know who you need to thank.

3.

The father of the king from the previous sentence was
born in __ __ __ __ __.

4.

Sir __ __ __ __ Ferguson, a football manager for the
team Manchester United from 1986-2013, was
knighted in 1999.

5.

Sir __ __ __ __ __ John is a widely known rock-and-roll
singer.

6.

Queen __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ II is the current
monarch of England.

- Skanda
Theme: Monarchs and knights of Great Britain.
Rules: There will be six sentences, each with a blank
where the name of a person or a place should be. You
must fill in the blank and select the encircled letter
from each blank to arrive at a mystery answer.

Lockdown days.
Varun: I've not let my passion for music slip. I
sometimes accompany my fiancé in her performances on
the kanjira and I also participate in bhajan activities in the
nearby Sai Baba temple four days a week.

1.

What was your leap of faith when switching careers?
Varun: I studied civil engineering in college which is
quite unrelated to both CS in school and my current
profession as a sports analyst. (But hold right there, the
dots do connect) I work for CSK, which is part of India

- Aryana, Chinmayi, Neha and Aarushi

2.

Varun with cricketing greats

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ I, who ruled England from 11891199, was also known as the Lionheart, for his
reputation as a great leader and warrior.
King __ __ __ __ __ VII, who ruled England from
1509-1547, is well known for having had six wives.

Mystery answer: _1_2 _3_4 _5_6
Answer key:
1. Richard 2. Henry 3. Wales 4. Alex 5. Elton 6.Elizabeth
Mystery answer: DHWANI

Back to school..

Just as CSK made a comeback in July of 2017, as if
it were a twist of fate, I became a senior analyst and
consequently joined the team.

cricket fans would have heard of. I was fortunate enough
to interact with MSD for an hour before an IPL auction.
I've travelled and interacted with cricketing greats and
had discussions with them about the next generation of
Indian cricket.

Entrenous

- Aarushi and Ishani

After a year of intense anticipation, Entrenous
returned with a bang this year, much to the delight of all
the high school students. Entrenous was conducted in a
novel format, with the speaking events being online and
the art, music, dance, photography,
story writing and story telling
being submission-based.
The online events saw a
large number of enthusiastic
spectators– the quiz
participant's were pleasantly surprised by Anita Miss's
knowledge of Indie Pop music Block and Tackle also saw
some interesting audience participation – as the
participants delivered impassioned
speeches. The three-way battle between
the 'Rahuls' in shipwreck had the
audience in splits. Lawyer Up had the
serious atmosphere of a real courtroom
and called for some interesting debate on
unconventional topics, including a case
involving conjoined twins.
The art events were just as engaging the audience watched participants create

Teachers' Day

intricate Mehendi designs,
colourful rangoli patterns and
elaborate cartoons from scratch.
The light music and dance events
were one of the most anticipated,
and some of the most challenging
events to organise. Despite the
challenges, singers and
dancers rose to the occasion
and managed to put together
very impressive entries that
were a delight to view and
listen to.
After a day of intense
competition, it was time to announce the results. Students
held their breath as the results were announced – the
competition was close. After what felt like an hour, 12B
were announced the victors, winning by a mere 2 points!
Followed closely by 12C and not to forget a wonderful effort
by 10A.
The two day extravaganza managed to capture the
spirit of Entrenous – the competitiveness, petty arguments
and most importantly, the defense of class honour that
truly make it special. One thing is for sure – this year will be
remembered as the year Entrenous was held online, thus
making this Entrenous a truly unforgettable experience.
missed our teachers and least expected March 13th 2020,
to be the last time in offline school .

- Rashi

Songs, dance, speeches, craft and even Haiku! These
were the highlights of our Teachers Day celebrations. The
programme was compiled into a video which kick started
with a short animation showing us the different ways our
teachers helped us. The students of the primary sang
songs with great fervor and enthusiasm! They also poured
their hearts out when they mentioned how much they

Reflections 2021- Neha
As I glimpsed at my reflection on the screen, thinking
about how surreal it is that Vidya Mandir is holding its
first ever online Culturals, the events of the past year
flashed through my mind. Never would I have imagined a
Culturals without students milling about, crowding
around food stalls, singing along to the film music in the
background, but here we were. Small boxes on a screen.
Who would have imagined?
Reflections started off this year with a cheery jingle
and a speech, and was inaugurated by the Principal. This
was followed by a harmonious performance by VM
students, leaving us in a pleasant mood. The results for
offline were then announced and then we were off, logging
into the different meetings scheduled for the day. The
block and tackle sparked quite a few interesting
discussions; like whether Ross and Rachel were on a

The students of class eleven came up with an engaging
skit, where a shield went missing and a few students
testified and gave their reasoning as to why they weren't
guilty. Class 12 came up with foot tapping music and dance.
Teachers', we salute you for your seamless transition
to online teaching. This colourful expression by students
is ‘a small way saying Thank You'.

break, or if pen fights should be
an Olympic sport. The event
earned a ton of chuckles.
Shipwreck was compelling, as we
saw Netflix against Sun TV; and
Harry Styles against Zayn Malik
battle it out for that last life
jacket! The quiz was an
extremely challenging event!
Lexicon brought out everyone's
inner detective, as they tried to decipher the puzzling
passages. Finally, the results were announced with
P.S.Senior bagging the top honours.
Although the ice golas and curly potatoes were
thoroughly missed, we were pleasantly surprised to see
how well Reflections had been organized this year. It was
refreshing to see students from other schools, competing
with the same rigor and enthusiasm as they had done prepandemic times. Perhaps not everything has changed...

Club Activities and Events
Young Warrior- Interact Club

21 June International Yoga Day – Quiz

Music Day - SPAM

Reading Club for middle school

Math Club

Commerce Club

Effervescence Club

Disney Crossword

- Arya

Environment Club

Across:
2. Angelina Jolie played this Disney villain in the film's
live-action remake
3. Simba's mother's name
5. Disney Princess who attended Elsa's coronation
6. Timon from The Lion King is a part of this species
8. Only Disney Princess with biological brothers
11. Name of Belle's father in Beauty and the Beast
Down:
1. Lady Tremaine was the villain in this film
2. Disney Character who made his debut in 'Steamboat
Willie’
4. Princess Jasmine's tiger's name
7. Name of Snow White's prince
9. Only main Disney Character who never spoke
throughout their film (of the same name)
10. Disney Princess who sang the song 'Reflection’
Down:
1. Cinderella 2. Mickey Mouse 4. Rajah 7. Florian
9. Dumbo 10. Mulan

Astronomy Club

Answers Across:
2. Maleficent 3. Sarabi
5. Rapunzel 6. Meerkat
8. Merida
11. Maurice

CARTOON REVIEW
- Akshata

GRAVITY FALLS

day, Stan comes across as your typical fun-loving uncle
with masked emotion in him. But, come nightfall, he
transforms into someone mysterious, whose actions often
leave the viewers puzzled. Cartoon shows are usually
characterized by simple and straightforward story-telling
and narrative arcs. But what sets Gravity Falls apart is its
compelling elements of mystery. One key plot runs through
both its seasons, interspersed with fun and enjoyable
episodes, all of which come into play towards the end.

There are clear parallels that can be drawn between
Disney's Gravity Falls and the typical Adventure Timeesque
cartoon show. Both deal with the overarching theme of
adventure in small towns; both have protagonists who
possess a curious nature, and antagonists who use their
similar supernatural powers to evil ends. But the parallels
end there. For starters, where the storyline, dialogue and
character treatment in cartoon shows such as Adventure
Time suggest that children are their intended audience,
they assume a more self-aware and quirky quality in
Gravity Falls that leave no doubt of its appeal to a much
wider audience.

The twins spend their days in the Mystery Shack, a
tourist trap owned by Grunkle Stan, in which he
overcharges unsuspecting customers on fake tourist
attractions. While this inability to differentiate between
right and wrong is shown as a defining character trait for
Stan, the show doesn't take it to extremes. Stan's quirky
nature and protective streak for his niece and nephew only
increase his likeability. On the other hand, the twins have
their moral compasses sorted. Dipper is intellectual, and
works to not be underestimated; the polar opposite of his
carefree and loveable twin sister, Mabel. These unique
personalities and overall contrast between the three add to
the larger flavour and appeal of the show.

CARTOON STRIP

- Swaksha

The show follows the two main characters: the Pines
twins, Dipper and Mabel, through their summer away
from home in the town of Gravity Falls, Oregon. Here, they
stay with their Great Uncle Stan, who is portrayed as a
rather riveting figure through the course of the show. By

When will we have fun in School?

